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FAIRBANKS SCALES TO SHOWCASE WEIGHING INNOVATIONS AT 

WORLD AG EXPO 2020 

See the latest breakthroughs in vehicle weighing technology at Best Weigh Scale booth 

#D2/E1 

Kansas City, MO– Fairbanks Scales, Inc., the oldest scale company in the U.S. and the world’s 

leader in weighing equipment, announces they will be showcasing state-of-the-art industrial 

scales at the World Ag Expo in Tulare, CA, February 11-13, 2020. Visit distributor Best Weigh 

Scale Company’s booths #D2&E1 to view Fairbanks Scales’ latest groundbreaking innovations 

in weighing equipment, including the Talon line of heavy-duty truck scales, equipped with the 

innovative Intalogix® lightning protection system. Also on display will be a sturdy Aegis floor 

scale, sanitary design QuickSilver platforms, and the 1124 Series portable utility scale. 

Talon Series Vehicle Scales are built to federal bridge standards, with incredibly strong modules 

boasting the lowest deflection in the industry. Load cells are provided with armored stainless 

steel cabling for durability and hermetically sealed for moisture protection. Talon scales are 

equipped with the proprietary Intalogix® lightning protection system. Designed and developed 

exclusively by Fairbanks, this state-of-the-art technology has a true digital signal, up to one 

million times stronger than a conventional analog signal, which protects the scale from any 

harmful surges or electrical spikes. The Aegis series floor scales are built with a quarter inch 

diamond safety tread deck plate that provides 150% overload protection.  

Also on display will be QuickSilver stainless steel platforms. Sturdy and reliable, the special 

sanitary design allows all areas of the scale to be cleaned to a microbial level, improving 

sanitation audit scores and increasing overall food safety in any facility. These will be paired 

with the versatile stainless steel enclosed FB1100 instrumentation. 

Fairbanks Scales will also feature the 1124 Series portable mechanical beam scale, a rugged and 

economical beam scale for industrial and commercial general utility weighing. With cast iron 

construction, an easy-to-read, chrome-plated weigh beam with brass inset, large platform and 

1,000 pound capacity, the 1124 Series is ideal for a variety of applications, including hazardous 

locations.  Easy to maneuver, even in tight spaces, the 1124 Series provides exceptional accuracy 

and reliability over many years of service, with virtually no maintenance.  
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### 

Founded in 1830, Fairbanks Scales has become the leader in the industrial weighing market by 

creating and manufacturing an unrivaled range of weighing equipment solutions. From bench, 

parcel, counting, floor, and truck scales to animal, railroad track, and a full range of specialty 

scales, Fairbanks Scales has a reputation for being the most agile and attentive industrial 

weighing partner in the business. Headquartered in Kansas City, Mo., the company is also 

uniquely positioned to provide services for non-weighing products based on its nationwide 

contingent of technicians who can provide preventive maintenance and consistent, reliable 

service. To request more information or to find the Fairbanks representative or authorized 

distributor nearest you, please call (800) 451-4107, or visit www.fairbanks.com. 

If it has to be right…It has to be Fairbanks! 


